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CATALOGUE NOTE
THE AUTHOR’S CORRECTED PROOF OF THE FIRST PART OF HIS RAREST AND ARGUABLY MOST IMPORTANT BOOK, TOGETHER WITH FIRST EDITION OF THE PUBLISHED WORK. Ramsay’s manuscript alterations and notes in the proof help underline the points he was making in his finished text.

"In 1880 Ramsay was elected to an Oxford studentship for travel and research in Greek lands. At Smyrna he met Sir Charles Wilson, then British consul-general in Anatolia, who advised him to explore the unknown inland regions of the country and in whose company he made two long journeys in 1881-1882... Ramsay's enduring claim to distinction is the immense advance, based upon a rich harvest of new evidence, which he achieved in the knowledge of the geography and topography of Asia Minor and of its political, social, and cultural (including religious) history... Topography and history are combined in his local history of Phrygia, uncompleted for lack of adequate evidence." (ODNB)
A contemporary review of part one of Ramsay’s study considered that it would be “the most important work of the kind that has been published in recent times.” (Geographical Review, February, 1896).